MEMORANDUM FOR CDR, JDOG

SUBJECT: RESUBMIT of SIR (3) Each, Non-Compliance, Forced Cell Extraction 19 JUL 02

1. Reference: AR 190-40

2. SIR's Enclosed: (Classification: FOUO).
   a. Enclosure-1 is a copy of SIR, 190700RJUL02.
   b. Enclosure-2 is a copy of SIR, 190915RJUL02.
   c. Enclosure-3 is a copy of SIR, 191100RJUL02.

3. For additional information contact [REDACTED] at 3184.
1. Category:  

2. Type of Incident:  Non Compliant / Causing Disturbance 

3. Date / Time of Incident:  190700July02 

4. Location:  

5. Other Information:  
(a) Racial: No  
(b) Trainee Involvement: No  

6. Personnel Involved:  

1. Subject:  

   1.  
   2.  
   3.  
   4.  
   5.  
   6.  
   7.  

2. Victim:  

   1.  
   2.  
   3.  
   4.  
   5.  
   6.  
   7.  
   8.  

GTMO, Cuba  

7. Summary of incident: On 19 July 2002 at approx 0720 Duty Officer, [REDACTED] was asked to come to [REDACTED] for a detainee that was not responding/complying to MP orders for ID check. [REDACTED] would not respond to MPs so they could check his ID band. DO arrived on [REDACTED] and approached [REDACTED] Detainee was lying across his cell w/ a sheet over him. DO made several attempts to contact [REDACTED] by giving him verbal orders, no reply from detainee. DO knocked lightly on the cell and gave detainee several more verbal orders, still no reply. DO then knocked a little harder on the cell next
to the detainee's head. At that time [redacted] started yelling and banging on his bunk. The DO told him to be quiet, which is when [redacted] threw water on the DO's back. DO then turned around and ordered [redacted] to stop throwing water which is when [redacted] threw a second cup of liquid on the D O. D O then attempted to spit on the D O that is when the D O gave [redacted] D O then called for several escort teams, at which time the interpreter arrived on the blk. As the escorts and the D O made their way down the block [redacted] threw water at the MPs and then spit at the D O. D O then gave [redacted] was then taken from his cell by escort team [redacted] and then to [redacted] Blk for [redacted] and then to "A" escort was attempting to handcuff [redacted] when he grabbed the MPs. Duty Officer then approached [redacted] and the escorts and assisted escorts in regaining control of the detainee. D O then ordered [redacted] to calm down, the detainee then began spitting on the escorts and the D O The D O then gave [redacted] Detainee was, then able to be handcuffed and taken to [redacted] for [redacted] by "A" escort and then to [redacted] Both detainees were seen and cleared by medical while at [redacted] Blk.

Remarks: IRF team was requested through the chain-of-command and approved by [redacted]

Publicity: N/A

Commander reporting: [redacted]

Point of contact: [redacted] 239th MP Co

Downgrading instructions: N/A